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Codes in () are 
Aspen Codes. 
(NCO) means did not 
complete. 

Needs Improvement (NIM) Approaching Ex.   (APP) Meets Expectations    (MET) Exceeds Expectations 
(EEX) 

Teacher Assessed 

Attempts to 
demonstrate 
understanding 

Students make an 
attempt at parts of the 
assignment.  Answers 
are single words without 
detail or explanation. 
Answers may or may 
not connect with 
assignment.  

Students provide basic 
“fact-based” answers to 
questions.  Assignments 
are finished meeting the 
minimum requirements. 
All answers connect to 
assignment 

Students choose one or 
more ways to demonstrate 
understanding and provide 
detail, analysis and 
synthesis of information that 
indicates to others the 
quality of the attempt. 

Students choose 
multiple ways to 
demonstrate 
understanding: oral, 
writing, video 
demonstration, 
presentation.  

Assignment 
Completion 

Less than 64% of 
assignments completed 

65-79% of assignments 
completed 

80-95% of assignments 
completed. 

96 - 100% of 
assignments complete. 
Student also attempts 
challenge activities 

Communicates 
with teacher 

Does not join meets or 
chat.  Responds to the 
teacher when they 
email. 

May join a meet or chat 
and listen to others 
without sharing.  May 
email questions to 
teacher 

Contacts the teacher by 
commenting in classroom, 
joining a Google “meet”, 
Google “chat” or emailing 
2-3 times a week.  Share 
ideas and learnings. 
Initiates communication w/ 
teacher. 

Brings new learning to 
share with the whole 
group.  Present 
something to the group. 
Finds multiple ways to 
communicate with 
teachers. 

Time Spent on 
Assignments (This 
could be student or 
teacher assessed) 

1-9 min per subject 10-19 min per subject 20 or more min per subject More than 30 min per 
subject 
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 Needs Improvement Approaching Ex. Meets Expectations Exceeds Expectations 

Student Self Assessed 

Checks Google 
Classroom 

Checks Google 
classroom sporadically. 
Needs multiple 
reminders to respond to 
prompts 

Checks Google 
Classroom everyday. 
May need reminders to 
respond to prompts 

Checks Google classroom 
every school day. 
Responds to prompts. 

Posted to all classroom 
assignments and 
shared materials with 
peers and teachers, 
Makes appropriate 
comments to peers 

Communication w/ 
peers 

No communication with 
peers. 

May respond to peer 
email.  May reply to 
posts on Google 
classroom when 
prompted by the teacher. 

Provides appropriate 
feedback to peers during 
“meets” and on “classroom”. 
May communicate with 
friends about work at other 
times. 

Sets up learning related 
chats with friends 
outside of those set up 
by teacher 

Shows Initiative Did not explore any 
online learning activities 
that were not required 

Explored 1 online 
learning activity without 
assignment 

Explored 2 or more online 
learning activities without 
assignment 

Create a learning 
project for yourself and 
share with the teacher. 

 
 


